CHAPTER TWO
"THE SILVERY TENOR: 1885 – 1900"
Harry Clay came from Rickards - he was one of his stars. He sang. He had a very
sweet tenor voice, a very good voice indeed. And he used to be starred by Harry
Rickards.
(Charles Norman, Appendix H, 207)
It is apparent that Harry Clay's professional Sydney debut with a major company occurred on the fourth of
October 1885, through an engagement for Sydney based entrepreneur, Frank Smith. Billed as H. Clay he
performed third last on a program consisting of sixteen acts at the Sir Joseph Banks Pavilion and Pleasure
Grounds at Botany (Sydney Morning Herald 3 Oct. 1885, 2). The use of his given name, however, would
become a fixture in program advertising and newspaper reviews for at least the next four or five years, and
on occasion after that. That he was known as Henry during this time is also indicated by the name being
used in his inclusions in Sand's Sydney Directory right up until 1897. The song he performed during this
first performance was "Thou Art So Near and Yet So Far." It was a sentimental ballad of the kind later to
become his signature style - and through which he was able to establish his position as one of Sydney's
premier local minstrel and vaudeville tenors for decades to come. Of his early popularity with audiences
Clay himself "modestly confessed" to the Theatre in 1914, "I was a hell of a favourite in those days"
("Performers" 25).
The Sir Joseph Banks Pleasure Grounds, located close to Lord's Estate in the township of Botany (Sydney
Morning Herald 11 Sept, 1886, 2), is thought to have come under Frank Smith's directorship sometime
around 1884/5.1 He had previously spent several years organising sporting events at the Sir Joseph Banks
Hotel, in addition to managing his own hotel in the city. Harry Clay's initial engagement was to be the
beginning of what he later described as an eighteen month association with Smith, and one which also
included weekly engagements at the promoter's newly opened Alhambra Music Hall. It would be one of
only two long term engagements in his career, the other being his association with American entertainer and
manager, Dan Tracey. Acknowledged by those who knew him as a man who found it hard to take direction,
it would seem that either Clay's association with Smith was a reasonably successful one in terms of
professional standards, or that as a young man of twenty, his personality, professional attributes and
strength of conviction had yet to manifest themselves in action or confrontation.
1

Advertising in the Sydney Morning Herald in April 1884 shows that Frank Smith, proprietor of the Burrangong Hotel, was the
promoter of the Sir Joseph Banks Handicap, an event run at the Sir Joseph Banks Hotel . Advertising for the Pavilion and Pleasure
Grounds during the year, and notably in the same April issue, has no reference to him being involved with that operation (5 Apr.
1884, 2). By May the following year and thereafter, however, his position as its Director is regularly included in advertising. See
the Sydney Morning Herald 30 May 1885, 2, for example.
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Frank Smith's influence on the popular stage in Sydney and indeed on the city's social and leisure aspects
was to be a significant one for a number of years. It is also likely that his professional style and enthusiasm
for business deals were considerable influences on Harry Clay. He was to be one of the earliest of the
leading variety entrepreneurs to give local performers both an opportunity, and consistent engagements.
Although international artists under contract to Smith continued to attract top billing, this was not to the
same extent as occurred in the programmes of either his immediate Sydney-based rivals or those like Harry
Rickards, F.E. Hiscocks and Frank M. Clark2 who operated in several of the major cities. Smith had been the
proprietor of the Burrangong Hotel on the south-west corner of Hay and George Streets from around the
early 1880s, and is attributed as having given Sydney its famous foot-running handicaps. Isadore Brodsky,
in Sydney Looks Back claims that the organisation of these matches was done at his Haymarket Hotel, but
that "after being written off at the Burrangong, which had shifted its licensed premises to a hundred yards
farther north.... [he then] looked around for something offering a little more permanence" (15). Thus on the
25th of May 1885 Smith opened up the recently refurbished Haymarket Academy, situated on the corner of
George and Campbell Streets (the old Mick Simmons corner) in the Haymarket district. Formerly a corn
exchange, the then 700 seat theatre was renamed the Alhambra Music Hall by Smith3 (Sydney Morning
Herald 25 May 1885, 5), and apart from occasional lapses, it catered successfully to the patrons of
minstrelsy and variety well into the next century (Thorne 200).
Harry Clay's first engagement at the Alhambra came one week after his initial performance at the Sir Joseph
Banks Pavilion. On the 10th of October he again performed "Thou Art So Near and Yet So Far," and
appeared regularly throughout the rest of the year. Some of the songs presented by Clay prior to the end of
1885 were those he would become renowned for in later years, including "Dear Little Jessie," "When The
Robins Nest Again," "Molly Mavorneen" and "Leave Me Not In Anger." During his engagement with
Smith he would perform only in the first part, presenting either one or two numbers, and at varying positions
during the program. It can be assumed, then, that he would have appeared onstage in the minstrel semi-circle
learning his craft in a professional troupe with some of the best in the business. And while it is yet to be
confirmed, there is also the likelihood that Clay would have regularly appeared in the farce segment of each
show during his time with Smith (as well throughout his later minstrel career).

2

Entrepreneur, manager, comic and farce writer, F.M. Clark (who had no known professional association with Harry Clay),
leased the Gaiety Theatre in 1885 with Clark and Ryman's Red Stockings Programme. He later travelled to America in search of
talent, returning in 1887 at which time he leased the Opera House and Academy of Music (1888) for his All Star Novelty
Combination. In 1889 he presented his European Celebrities at the Academy; and in 1890 his Boston Ideal Company (Opera
House). The same year, he and F.E. Hiscocks presented the English-American Specialty and Comedy Company at the Gaiety.
Clark was also the manager of the Australian Waxworks Company (558 George St.). He is known to have continued in vaudeville
management well into the 20th century, with productions at both the Sydney and Melbourne Gaiety Theatre, and Sydney’s Queens
Hall. It has also been recorded that Clark held a position with Universal Pacific Coast Studios in the United States ca. 1930.
3
Ross Thorne records that in 1887 the Colonial Architect indicated that the recommended seating accommodation was for 522
persons, although at that time of his inspection it had 894 seats (200).
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Minstrelsy, or "nigger business" as it was invariably known, was easily the most popular form of
entertainment in Australia and America between the 1850s and up until the end of the first decade of the
twentieth century. Its demand in England during the mid-nineteenth century was also widely exploited,
eventually transforming itself into that country's highly successful and exportable brand of variety - music
hall. With regard to the early years of minstrelsy in Australia, Richard Waterhouse notes that:
Throughout the 1850s and 1860s solo blackface performers continued to entertain
colonial audiences... in this period the structured minstrel show also became a
commonplace feature of the Australian popular stage... mostly these early minstrel
companies performed in the saloons attached to hotels... In the 1860s the influx of
American minstrels into Australian colonies ceased... First, [because] the voyage across
the pacific was long and hazardous as those intrepid performers who made the trip in the
1850s were only too willing to bear witness... and second, from the mid 1850s onwards,
American accounts of the prospects of the Australian stage were particularly pessimistic...
[However], in the 1870s American minstrelsy re-asserted its supremacy on the antipodean
stage ("Blackface," 131-32,136-37, 141).

Plate 6
Programme for the first known performance by Harry Clay for Frank
Smith at the Sir Joseph Banks Pavilion, Botany, 4 Oct. 1885.
(Sydney Morning Herald 3 Oct. 1885, 2)

Waterhouse further notes that "blackface entertainments played an important role in the emergence of an
Australian popular stage" (142). As a genre, minstrelsy's primary purpose was to provide pleasure, with
none of the pretensions of "legitimate" theatre - an ideology that undoubtedly informed Harry Clay's future
career as a vaudeville entrepreneur. Indeed, Clay's vaudeville was a business which continued the traditions
of minstrelsy right up until at least 1915 or so (and continued to return and/or reinvent its format regularly
into the 1920s).
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A typical Australian minstrel show would commence with an overture (orchestral or simply piano) and
chorus sung by the entire cast, who would then seat themselves in a semi-circle, at the centre of which was
the host, or interlocutor. On either side of him would be seated the rest of the company, with the flank
positions occupied by the blackfaced endmen (who contributed to the evening with their tambo or bones). In
larger companies a bevy of chorus girls (soubrettes) would be seated behind the semicircle, frequently
becoming the object of endmens' attention during the show. With the interlocutor instigating and controlling
the evening's proceedings, the role of the endmen, besides performing their own turns, was to toss around
jokes at the expense of anyone present, particularly the interlocutor, whose demeanor was generally one of
pomp and ceremony. After each artist in the company had presented their act - generally singing or comic
turns - the first part would close leading to an interval.4
After the interval a second part overture would herald the start of the olio section, in which the various
members of the troupe would return to perform solo or partnership turns, this time without the presence of
the semi-circle. These turns - which generally allowed each artist to present their specialty act - would often
be performed in front of a dropcloth, or backsheet, particularly if the following turn required some setting up
with props or equipment. This allowed for the opportunity of a free flowing night of entertainment without
long breaks for changes. This concept of "free-flowing" was not altogether possible, however, in view of the
fact that the audiences of this period (and well into Harry Clay's era as a showman) would always demand
encores (sometimes as many as four or five) if an artist was particularly pleasing. This created, one might
assume, great difficulties for the stage manager, whose job it was to keep the program on schedule.
The olio section during the height of minstrelsy's popularity would also contain a stump speech. This was an
American invention which saw one of the troupe, usually the interlocutor or an endman, present a humorous
oration (often politically spiced) on a subject of his choice - invariably about some other current social topic,
or on popular subjects such as women, mothers-in-law and bosses etc. Richard Waterhouse points out that
these speeches, in which the orator would harangue "the audience, were such as to unite rather than divide
them in their prejudices" ("Blackface" 135). The stump speech, however, was not as essential to the
Australian model as the American minstrel show, and indeed, there is no evidence to indicate that it was
ever part of Harry Clay's programs on his city circuit or Queensland tours.
This second part, being in fact the forerunner of the vaudeville concept, could contain at any time acrobatics
and trapeze work, comic and patter turns (of the straightman and comic tradition), singing and dancing
(whether solo, duets or trios etc.), feats of strength, and animal acts. Advertised programs indicate that there
was an enormous variety of highly individual entertainments on offer throughout the minstrel and vaudeville
4

In the earlier American version (not popularised fully in Australia) an evening's entertainment would comprise of three distinct
parts. The short farces presented in the Australian minstrel shows were invariably programmed as the second part’s concluding
attraction.
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years. The olio could also include one or two performers whose special attractions were not previously
included in the first part, and who were not perhaps regular members of the company. One of the most
popular features of the second part, the farce (featuring several or all of the company) would typically end
the evening's program.5 [See Plate 6 for an example of a minstrel programme from this era]

Plate 7
(Photograph courtesy of the Mitchell Library, NSW)

Despite a comprehensive search through various primary sources (notably the Sydney Morning Herald), a
great deal is yet to become known about Harry Clay's association with the Smith organisation - a period of
time, as mentioned previously, he indicates as being some eighteen months in duration (Theatre Sept. 1914,
25). It is unclear, for example, as to the extent of his involvement with the company, especially in regard to
the actual length and regularity of his engagement. A discrepancy occurs, for example, between Clay's
recollection of his time spent with Smith, and the newspaper advertising which indicates that he was still
engaged by the entrepreneur in late October 1887, some two years after his initial appearance at Botany.
Contributing to this sense of confusion is the fact that his name is frequently absent from the advertised
programs for both the Sir Joseph Banks Pavilion and the Alhambra during that time. The length of these
periods ranges from 10 weeks (Jan - March 1886) to a 15 month period (June 1886 to the 7th of October
1887), the last date being the start of a three weekend season at Botany and the Alhambra, which seemingly
5

For further reading into minstrelsy - an entertainment as popular and dominant as we now consider cinema to be - see Richard
Waterhouse (various articles), Robert Toll, Blacking Up, and Gary D. Engle This Grotesque Essence (further details in
bibliography).
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concludes his association with Smith. During the fifteen months Clay is seemingly absent from Smith's
programmes his name is on several occasions advertised for short seasons at other theatres, including three
Sunday Grand Classical Concerts for Sam Lazar at the Theatre Royal in late July/early August 1886. It may
be assumed then that either Clay's memory was subject to fault or embellishment, or that a considerable
portion of his engagement with Smith was of a minor and/or irregular nature.
What is known about Clay's time with Frank Smith's organisation is that his popularity saw the Sydney
audiences quickly accepting him as somewhat of a local star. He also established a repertoire of several
popular songs which enabled him, by virtue of the quality of his performance, to call them "his own." On
May 22nd of 1886, for example, Clay is believed to have sung for the first time one of his most successful
ballads, "Essie Dear" (Sydney Morning Herald 22 May 1886, 2). This song, which he later claims to have
been his favourite - having sung it for over twenty-five years - would influence his and Kate's decision when
naming their only child. While Harry Clay was not the first person to sing "Essie Dear" in Sydney, it is
known to have been previously performed under the Smith management by Behn Hendrix as early as 1885
(Sydney Morning Herald 9 Nov. 1885, 2), he was the first in his rendition of a song called "White Wings."
This enormously popular waltz-style ballad would be included in minstrel and variety programs for many
years, and his version of the song was obviously not lost on the public's appreciation. It would be another
song for which he became renowned and, as with "Essie Dear," would remain in his repertoire for upwards
of two decades. Although Harry Clay's turns were most frequently of a solo nature, his engagement with
Smith also included occasional duets or quartets. Of the latter, the most regular partnership was one which
consisted of himself, John Matlock (American endman), Arthur Farley (basso) and Amy Rowe. Others of
note to have been engaged by Smith during Harry Clay's time with the company include: Australian comic
Charles Fanning, Harry Barrington (later to manage the Alhambra, and a long time Tivoli stage manager),
Edwin "Ted" Shipp, Minnie Hope (later Minnie Shipp), George Gardner, Lucy Fraser, Millie Herberte, and
Charles Austin (Smith's musical director and business manager at both venues).
Concerning Clay's whereabouts during the possible 15 month hiatus from Smith's organisation (and
principally between his last engagement for Sam Lazar at the Theatre Royal in August of 1886 and his
reappearance with Smith in October 1887) one can only speculate. There is no evidence at this stage to
indicate that he had still been with the Smith organisation, or that he had been engaged by any other
company for shows in the city of Sydney. While it is possible that he could have used his plastering
experience to take on labouring jobs, this is unlikely in view of both Clay's personality, and the general
attitude of performing artists at the time. Taking on non-theatrical work was not a desirable option for artists
who considered themselves professional, as it lowered their standing amongst their peers. Evidence of this
kind of professional pride would be on display at the industry meeting place known as "Poverty Point" located at several corners in the city over some forty or so years. Here instead of finding, as one might
expect, disheveled and destitute actors begging from passers-by as they waited on the mercy of theatrical
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agents, well-groomed and well-dressed (often in the latest fashions) performers would congregate, waiting
to see or be seen by representatives from the various managements. Talk would invariably focus on
theatrical news and gossip (or just as often direct itself towards the next race or boxing match, and perhaps a
wager or two).6 The pride in appearance exhibited by professional artists was not only confined to matters
of dress, however, but also for whom and where they worked. In this regard most would have considered
themselves above performing on the amateur stage, with this view no doubt being shared by Harry Clay.
This argument is supported by the fact that despite extensive research there has been no evidence found
which links him with any of Sydney's major amateur theatrical societies, including minstrel entertainments.
It is most likely that Clay found work with small professional suburban circuits earning a few shillings or so
as a minstrel tenor, or through irregular engagements with small touring shows in N.S.W. country areas. In
referring to these early years Clay is known to have mentioned only one specific country tour - which I
believe to have been undertaken sometime around the end of 1888 and beginning of 1889. While it is highly
probable that he accompanied other tours it is difficult at this stage to ascertain just how many he made and
where. The assertion that he would have undertaken such work is based on a number of references by Clay
to having travelled "the Australian states" as a performer. In this respect it is highly probable that he would
have been known to many small-time managers whose opportunities lay in the suburbs and outside the
metropolitan area. Indeed the reputation he is known to have firmly established along a number of regional
touring circuits by the time of his own company's tours clearly indicates that he had been through those
areas on more than one occasion. His popularity, status and credibility are acknowledged in several country
newspapers by the time of his first Waxworks tour, providing evidence to support the claim that he had
forged himself a reputation in regional centres well before 1901. The Tamworth News, of 1 March, 1901,
for instance, indicates this prior to his Waxworks company's visit there the following week (3), as does the
Maitland Daily Chronicle which records:
The variety company is a strong cast as it includes the names of Mr Sam Wilson... the
Smith Sisters... little Essie Clay (the child vocalist who is a great favourite here), Mr Will
Bracey... and, of course, the redoubtable Harry himself.... The hall should be crowded
nightly, Mr Clay's name being sufficient to guarantee that he is bringing along first-class
entertainment (14 Feb. 1901, 2).

6

Poverty Point has generally been associated with both vaudevillians and actors, particularly during the early film and depression
years. Isadore Brodsky in refuting the claim that Poverty Point had become a vaudeville institution argues that it "is something
that every theatre has created, everywhere... theatre is older than vaudeville, and there were Poverty Points before vaudeville"
(93). Two earlier Poverty Points were located in Sydney, the first situated at the corner of King and York Streets in the 1890s,
with a later one at the corner of King and Castlereagh Streets. The last, and perhaps the most well-known of Sydney’s Poverty
Points, however, was at the northeast corner of Pitt and Park Streets, also known as Marshall’s Corner - a scene of animation
where Harry Clay (the "King of Poverty Point") had his office. Charles Grahame notes that Bert Howard (the "Lord Mayor" of
Poverty Point) would conduct his business on the footpath, "his office [being] a doorway, and [where] he would leave messages in
chalk on the pavement" ("Poverty" 463). While the descriptive "poverty" was perhaps representative of the earlier days, it seems
that by the second decade of the twentieth century the old title was essentially a misnomer.
24

Plate 8
Dan Tracey programme at the Gaiety Theatre (Sydney) circa 1892
(Australian Variety 29 Dec. 1915, n. pag)
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In relation to country touring after the 1880s, Clay in later years recalled several influential companies he
had appeared with, including a Brisbane engagement in 1893 and two Queensland tours in the late 1890s.
Thus it seems likely, in view of the almost immediate success he achieved with his own regional tours
(discussed in later chapters), that he had been presented with a significant body of regional work throughout
the last two decades of the nineteenth century. The argument is further supported when comparing other
minstrel touring companies operating in the period, few of whom were able to establish themselves to
anywhere near the same level of success (and so quickly) as people with the track record experience of
Harry Clay, and in later years, Stanley McKay and George Sorlie. A common thread amongst the regional
newspapers during Clay's Waxworks period, for example, was the fact that so many of the smaller visiting
troupes failed to deliver the audiences expectations, or that their reputations were paper-made. The
achievement of those like Clay, Sorlie and McKay was not simply their logistical expertise, but their
genuine desire to return year after year (and often twice a year) - a desire which succeeded only through an
intimate knowledge of the people and the areas they serviced. In an amusing sidelight to the aspect of
regional touring in the "old vaudeville days when Frank Clark used to take companies out to the country
towns," Clay recalls in 1919 that when "bad business came along, the artists never received a razoo, and
those were the first to take their hats off to Frank when they landed back in Sydney" (Australian Variety 27
June 1919, 8).
Presenting further support to the argument that Harry Clay was frequently touring is the fact that his
residential addresses during the period between 1885 and 1905 (at which point he stops appearing in his own
tours on a regular basis) change almost yearly. On those occasions when he is in regular employment,
however, such as with the Dan Tracey engagement, his address remains somewhat more stable. It is believed
that Clay established himself in the Glebe area around 1887/8, these years being significant with respect to
his marriage and the birth of his daughter. The boarding-house style accommodation that the family utilised
during the next ten years or so was located primarily in the south-eastern housing estate area of Glebe, and
included residences in Ebenezer Street, Talfourd Street, Phillip Street and Wentworth Park Road. Glebe
historian, Max Solling, has traced the socio-geographic movements throughout the area bounded by Glebe
and Leichhardt, indicating that the traditional working class groups (including cultures such as theatre
industry workers) found the cheap housing and boarding accommodation in this portion of Glebe an ideal
location during the mid to late 1800s. Thus while theatrical work was for the most part difficult to come by
and poorly paid, living expenses were also quite low. And for someone in Harry Clay's situation, the
opportunities presented through Glebe's close proximity to the central business district, its low
accommodation costs, accessible public transport, and a highly interactive community of theatre workers,
made the suburb an attractive proposition.
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With regard then to Harry Clay's theatrical engagements during the periods he is unaccounted for, the
specifics remain unclear. After the final engagement with Frank Smith in October 1887 his only known
appearances to the end of the year were a couple of weekends at the newly opened Royal Bondi Aquarium.
In terms of employment stability, however, 1888 was only marginally better for him than the preceding year.
On the 11th of February Clay began an engagement for Walsh and King on the opening night of their
Saturday evening concerts in the city's Protestant Hall. Located in Castlereagh Street, close to the Gaiety
Theatre between Park and Bathurst Streets, the hall had previously been leased for several years by Harry
Cottier and his family, who provided similar weekend entertainments. The popularity of these amongst the
working class audiences was not simply because of the cheap admission (6 pence, with reserved chairs 1
shilling), but also to a great extent because of the quality of artists engaged during that time. Billed as
Cottier's People's Concerts, they attracted performers of the calibre of Charles Fanning, Martyn Hagan, the
Australian trio of Delohery, Craydon and Holland (Ted Holland was later to hold the position of Brisbane's
premier vaudeville manager), Amie Blackie (later to tour with Clay’s Waxworks and Vaudeville Co.),
Minnie Hope, George Gardner, Kate Carey, Alf. Lawton, and Ida Tauchert (elder sister of "the sentimental
bloke" Arthur Tauchert, and then a juvenile serio-comic artist). Even the well-known acrobatic troupe the
Marvellous Girards played an engagement with the Cottiers in November of 1884.
There is no record of Harry Clay ever being engaged by Harry Cottier or his family for these People's
Concerts, which in relation to his extensive involvement within the minstrel/vaudeville culture of Sydney
during this period, prompts the question why. A comprehensive search of the Sydney Morning Herald
between the years covered in this chapter indicates that in comparison to the great majority of his
contemporaries, Clay seldom played the more significant community hall style engagements within the city
environs during his early career - these being the type of show run by small time managers such as the
Cottiers, Martyn Hagan, and occasionally Charles Fanning. And apart from his engagement with Frank
Smith at the Botany leisure grounds, he only appeared on rare occasions at other "part-time" or
weekend venues - places such as the Bondi, Manly and Coogee Aquariums. It is possible, for instance, that
he was engaged by the Cottiers without advertised billing prior to or during his association with Frank
Smith, as performers of this era are known to have often played several shows in one night unless under an
exclusive contract to one management. It is doubtful that he would have continued to be included without
billing from 1886 onwards, however, as by then his growing reputation would have ensured his inclusion in
advertising.
There are two possible reasons to be considered with respect to Clay's exclusion from the Cottiers' concerts.
One is that he was not invited, suggesting that his reputation for being difficult was already starting to
emerge. The second is that he declined their invitations for whatever reasons. That Clay might have been
constantly employed with other companies during the periods he is unaccounted for, and thereby being
unavailable to appear for the Cottiers during their relatively long run at the Protestant Hall, is unlikely in
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view of the irregular conditions facing almost all local artists. Adding further fuel to speculation is his
appearance with Walsh and King, who for all extents and purposes were simply carrying on the tradition
established by the Cottier family. A consideration might be that there was some conflict between Clay and
the Cottiers, but this is doubtful as it is known that he teamed up with Harry and Lucy Cottier sometime
around 1888/9 to form an all Australian based minstrel troupe. In light of this it seems that their relationship
was mutually agreeable.7
The continuation of the People's Concerts in Sydney then was for a short time taken up by J.T. Walsh and
W. J. King, and later by Martyn Hagan at both the Protestant and the Darlinghurst Halls. The Walsh
brothers (King being a professional name) were natives of Boston, Massachusetts, and had been in Australia
for some time before opening up a season in the city. James and William were exponents of trick dancing
(advertising highlights in particular the Excelsior double-clog dance) in addition to being comics and
singers. Harry Clay was engaged for their opening night on the 11th of February 1888, with the company
also including: Johnny Cowan (comic and farce writer), Kate Carey, Martyn Hagan, Arthur Farley, and
Walsh and King themselves. The company continued to play to good houses up until April of that year. On
the 21st of that month, however, the company canceled its weekend entertainment following the death two
days earlier of thirty-one year King, who'd apparently been severely ill during the previous two weeks.
Advertising in the Sydney Morning Herald for the following weekend, and in successive weeks, suggests
that J.T. Walsh was unavailable to continue as the troupe's proprietor, his name not being associated with
them in any capacity.
This new troupe, with Harry Clay still involved, and with the initial inclusion of Rock Phillips, Frank Yorke,
Charlie Horton, Harry Montague and Harry Carroll, continued to play at the hall throughout the year. It is
not certain whether Harry Clay's association with the troupe was on a regular or a more casual basis during
this time, however, as advertising does not always include all artists. A newspaper advertisement on the 17th
of November 1888 indicates that the performance that night was under new management, with Clay's name
included along with those of Fanning, Yorke, Carey, George Turner and ex-Cotters' musical director James
Herman Newton. This troupe was still performing the weekend concerts into December. On the 22nd of
December, however, the last known engagement by Harry Clay in 1888 appears to be a weekend concert at
the Manly Aquarium, performing along with Harry Quealy, G.R. Faust, and the show’s business manager,
Harry Montague.

7

There were similar styled People's Popular Concerts run in Melbourne, too, which continued to run with few, if any,
interruptions for well over half a century. The Cottiers, who are associated with the early Sydney operation, included Harry, Lucy,
Ernest and Walter C. Lucy would become an established entertainer in Sydney over the years, as would Wal Cottier, renowned for
his writing of "nigger" farces, and his long association with the Alhambra Music Hall. Wal was also married to Amy Blackie, one
of the early performers with Harry Clay’s vaudeville company.
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Unlike the previous two years 1889 was to become rather successful for Harry Clay, at least in terms of
regular appearances before the Sydney public. On the 16th of March a group of minstrel and variety artists,
including Clay, opened a season at the new Haymarket Music Hall, under the name of the Federal Minstrels.
Taking this name was to cause some considerable controversy, it having been associated with F.E. Hiscocks
some years earlier (although his company had been disbanded by 1889). The new Federal Minstrels
consisted of ex-Hiscocks' Federal Minstrels Beaumont Reade, George Turner (Interlocutor), Charles Holly
and Frank Yorke (tambo), in addition to Harry and Lucy Cottier, Tom Buckley and Will Stevens (bones),
Arthur Farley, Johnny Cowan, Lucy Fraser, and Arthur Sullivan. These artists represented some of the
cream of local talent performing during the period but who like Harry Clay, were all too often struggling to
find consistent work as imported companies and performers took the best opportunities. Some 25 years later
Clay would point out Reade for special mention, commenting that "if [he were] alive today, he would send
them all crazy. There are many alto voices, certainly; but his was the only alto of the kind ever heard in
Australia" ("Performers" 25).
The new Federal Minstrels reportedly opened to a "vast audience" which led H. Florack, the lessee and
company manager, to write an open letter through the Sydney Morning Herald. In thanking the audience for
"the very generous patronage accorded [the company]," Florack also expressed his hope that "by
CHANGING THE PROGRAMME as often as possible, and by supplying an entertainment entirely
DEVOID OF ALL VULGARITY... [they would] continue to merit a fair share of patronage of the Sydney
public" (18 Mar. 1889, 2). In this regard such an attitude towards clean and non-controversial entertainment
supports the notion, argued by Richard Waterhouse, that "the humour of sexual innuendo... which
characterised American Minstrel performances [was] almost altogether absent from the Australian
programs." Waterhouse goes on to further point out that, "schooled in the tradition of refined English rather
than coarse American minstrelsy, the [Australian] articulation of the values of an oppositional culture was
anathema" ("Blackface" 132-33). This attitude towards respectable entertainment would also inform Harry
Clay's entertainment philosophy.
Florack's letter to the Sydney Morning Herald was not to be the last published on behalf of the company,
however, as on the Saturday immediately after their opening, F.E. Hiscocks announced in a strongly worded
notice in the same paper that he had no connections with the company using the name Federal Minstrels, and
accused them of using the name without his authority, a name that he claimed was registered to him (23
Mar. 1889, 2). In the following Monday issue, Florack responded to Hiscocks' attack with controlled venom.
Drawing attention to the fact that there was presently no company known as Hiscocks' Federal Minstrels, he
invited Hiscocks to see "a good many of the ARTISTS who have in so great a measure brought his name so
prominently before the public, and have helped to build up his [Hiscocks'] fortunes." Florack ended his
letter:
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I would ask him [Hiscocks] does he expect the GENTLEMEN and ARTISTS who were
some of the principal members of that well-known company, to walk around and
await his pleasure for an engagement? If he does expect this, I leave the public to
judge if he does not display a little of the "dog in the manger" spirit. We are in
nowise connected with Hiscocks' Federal Minstrels but our ARTISTS stand
ALONE, UNRIVALLED, in their various branches of the profession, and if Mr Hiscocks
will only pay us a visit I think he will be obliged to admit that his old FRIENDS
and artists are now performing as well, if not better than ever, and they will stick to
their colours, and call themselves the FEDERAL MINSTRELS (25 Mar. 1889, 2).
To a large degree Florack's two letters contained in them the essence of complaint and professional practice
that were to become essential policies of Harry Clay, along with arguably his most influential mentor, Dan
Tracey. From the initial thank you letter responding to the public, comparisons can be drawn regarding
Harry Clay's future organisation, which operated along two very similar principles. First, he pushed very
strongly for continual changes to his programs - new artists, turns, revues etc; never allowing for audience
boredom, and providing incentive for people to come to his theatres on a regular basis. For the city and
suburban circuits this meant weekly changes, in addition to instigating a rotational system, whereby each of
his companies (at one stage numbering six) would play anywhere from one to six nights at various venues,
moving on to be replaced by the next company. On his Queensland tours the shows would be changed
nightly. Second, he had little tolerance for "blue" jokes, foul language (despite his notorious reputation) or
misbehaviour in his theatres, whether from the audience or from the performers ("Sometimes" n. pag.).
Third, and this directly relates to Florack's attack on Hiscocks, Clay's strong desire to stand by and
encourage local artists in the face of a tide of overseas imports was grounded in these early days of his
career. He experienced the difficulties and the frustrations found in trying to secure work, not only because
of his strong personality and clashes with management, but also because the lack of sustainable work was
being compounded by American and British touring companies and individuals.
In support of this comes an anecdote published in Everyone's the week following Clay's death in February
1925. The writer recalls attending an early performance of a company from around this time which was
under the management of Harry Clay, despite the fact that he would only have been in his early twenties.
Billed as the Australian Eleven, "as it comprised that number of Australian performers, including Mr Clay,
who acted as interlocutor, and also sang tenor solos" (25 Feb. 1925, 4), he further notes:
The manager (Clay) would come before the footlights (gas in those days) and make an
announcement to the effect that he would like the audience to "give the show a chance, as
they were all Australians and desired to prove that they could do as well as many of those
who came from other countries..." ("Late" 4).
No record has yet been found of the Australian Eleven company playing any dates in Sydney, or at least in
the city environs, but it is quite possible that the troupe is the one mentioned in the Theatre's 1914 article, as
having toured the country areas of N.S.W. prior to a season at the Sydney Music Hall, or as it was officially
known, the Haymarket Music Hall ("Performer" 25). Clay recalled having been one of the leaders of a
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company that followed a Harry Rickards season at the theatre. Rickards indeed opened at the Haymarket
venue in mid November 1888 with his Comedy and Specialty Company, closing it down on the 26th of
January 1889. Thus it is more than likely that the Australian Eleven, with which Harry Clay was associated,
was to become in 1889 the Federal Minstrels. This is quite feasible despite the fact that the theatre's
proprietor, George Barr, presented a short season of minstrelsy between their lease of the theatre and the
earlier Harry Rickards engagement.
The Federal Minstrels continued their run at the Haymarket until the end of May, providing weekly
minstrel/variety entertainment, and the popular Grand Sacred Concerts on Sundays. Admission was kept
low, with the "popular prices" of 6d or 1/-being charged. The Sydney Morning Herald reviews over the
period indicate that the company maintained good audiences for most of its run which suggests that the
quality of its performers almost all of whom were Australian artists was particularly good. In a comparison
between Frank Smith's Alhambra shows and the Haymarket entertainment, the Herald notes that "in a less
ostentatious, though equally successful, way the Federal Minstrels hold the Haymarket Music Hall" (6 May
1889, 8). The management by Florack, too, suggests an ability to cater to the public's desire with a variety of
different offerings being presented over the course of the season. A review in the same newspaper notes, for
example, that the presentation of a "tableaux vivant, representing the life and home of a drunkard, [was] well
acted" (25 Mar. 1889, 4). And the season's minstrel presentation was broken briefly, too, by a short season
of what was described as "black burlesque," when the company presented, by arrangement with Williamson,
Garner and Musgrave, H.M.S. Pinafore. In the production Harry Clay played the role of Chafed Haystack, a
send-up version of one of the original work's characters (Sydney Morning Herald 20 Apr. 1989, 2).
By the end of May the company had run its season, and again Clay's name fails to register in advertisements
for any other companies until mid-August when he accepted a one week engagement with W.J. Wilson's
Anglo-American Frolics. Comprising 24 English, American and Australian artists) the troupe played the
Academy of Music (Sydney Morning Herald 17 Aug. 1889, 2). Advertising for this show indicates that he
was still being referred to as Henry Clay, despite some previous reviews referring to him as Harry Clay, or
more often than not, just Mr H. Clay. The following week the Great Faust-Perman Combination advertised
"the first appearance of the silvery tenor, Mr Harry Clay" at the Haymarket Music Hall (Sydney Morning
Herald 24 Aug. 1889, 2). Once again, it is not certain as to how long this engagement was for, as his name
only appears in newspaper advertising on one other occasion prior to his involvement with F.E. Hiscocks'
company in October. On the 31st of August Clay is among the performers listed for a benefit tendered to the
popular cornet player and musical director, Herr Von Der Mehdren.8 The artists on the benefit's programme
included Harry Leston (arguably one of the most consistently employed Australian actors around the turn of
8

Von Der Mehdren was engaged by numerous companies as musical director, including a long engagement with the Fitzgerald
Brothers Circus. Two of the Fullers' principle orchestra members in later years, Carl and Harry Mehdren (drums and trombone
respectively) were his sons.
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the century, and a benefit regular), along with Arthur Farley, Harry Craig, and Harry Carroll, the latter three
forming a quartet with Clay to sing "Spring's Delight."
The Von Der Mehdren benefit, held at Her Majesty's Theatre, is one of the very few times that Clay is
known to have attended such events as a participant. This is another enigmatic aspect of his personality and
career, and perhaps relates to the perception of him by others in the industry. An extensive survey of Sydney
Morning Herald advertisements regarding benefits held during the period 1885 to 1900 indicates that many
artists were regularly invited or offered their services to these events as performers. In the early part of his
career, it would be reasonable to suspect that Clay's exclusion was the result of his being a relatively
unknown singer in Sydney circles. From 1889 onwards, however, his reputation was such that he would
have been considered in the same class as any number of those local benefit regulars.
That Harry Clay is virtually never associated with this kind of event, and not just during the afore-mentioned
period, but also throughout his later life, is just one of a number of perplexing aspects which relate to Clay's
low-key involvement in the social circle of Sydney's theatrical population. Throughout the years he operated
his own company, however, Clay was known to have supplied many free entertainments for charity or
public causes - such as the 1922 Newtown Diamond Jubilee Celebrations, or in an attempt to raise money
for the local Newtown Brass Band. In addition he sent companies to various institutions such hospitals
(Australian Variety 7 Feb. 1917, n. pag. and 8 Feb. 1918, n. pag.); sanitariums (Theatre Nov. 1925, 5);
orphanages (Townsville Daily Bulletin 17 May 1913, 3) and on one occasion an Aboriginal community near
Ipswich (Queensland Times 16 June 1903, 7 - see Chapter Five for further details).9
In early October of 1889, Clay began a season with F.E. Hiscocks' London Pavilion Company at the Opera
House, again billed as Henry Clay. Although most of the company had been imported direct from their
London season by Hiscocks representative J. Saville Smith, advertising also stressed the "re-appearance of
old favourites" including Clay, W. Horace Bent, George Turner and Beaumont Reade. The imports included
John Fuller (the celebrated tenor from St. James' Hall), J. Whitworth, Morton and Sadler (billed as
"Grotesque Ethiopian Character Delineators"), and Jolly John Nash - "Old England's Greatest Comique"
(Sydney Morning Herald 5 Oct. 1889, 2). With Turner, Reade and Clay having been previously engaged for
the unauthorised Federal Minstrels' season it would seem that at least with those three any of the ill feeling
of the past had been forgotten. And in terms of gaining experience with the best in the business, this was
without a doubt the finest opportunity he had so far been given.

9

These charity shows, which occurred reasonably frequently throughout the company's lifetime, are too numerous to record here.
The above instances refer to the 1917 Grenfell Hospital and 1918 Randwick Military Hospital visits; a 1925 performance at the
Waterfall Sanitarium, the 1913 Queensland tour’s support of the Townsville Orphanage, and the 1904 visit to the Deebing Creek
Aboriginal settlement.
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The London Pavilion Company included some of the best talent to have played in the country, and as such
placed the twenty-four year old tenor within a circle of professionals who could teach him the finer points of
minstrelsy, particularly in relation to the interlocutor (a role he would later play for many years in his own
company). In addition it presented him the chance to interact with (and assess the techniques of) the allimportant cornermen. Indeed, it was in the company of men like the great endman W. Horace Bent, that
Clay would be able to later impart his knowledge to performers in his own company. His recollection of
Bent years later was that Australia would never again see his equal, assessing him as a member of the
quartet of great minstrel performers that included Sam Keenan, Alf. Moyham, and Alf. Lawton. Having
been associated in some way or another with most of the old-time minstrel performers, Clay considered Bent
"the greatest nigger comedian the world has ever had, and absolutely the funniest blank ever born"
("Performers" 25).
The season with Hiscocks' London Pavilion Company also presented Clay his first acquaintance with John
Fuller Snr, the father of Sir Benjamin and John Fuller Jnr, both of whom would later head one of two largest
vaudeville agencies in Australia, and who would also become his major competition at Newtown. This tour
was John Fuller's first to Australia, and as a tenor he came highly regarded. The Theatre records that
although a compositor by trade Fuller "began singing in a humble way," before finding success with the
Mohawk Minstrels and later the Moore-Burgess Minstrels, and then compelled by illness he sought a
change of climate - hence his decision to accompany the London Pavilion Company to Australia (June 1923,
13). During the time Harry Clay spent with the company he and Fuller performed a number of times in a
double quartet which also consisted of Beaumont Reade, George Turner, J.V. Doran, W.H. Harrison, J.
Whitworth and a Mr Smith. Two of the songs they are known to have performed were, "The Cruiskeen
Lawn," and "A Soldier's Love" (Sydney Morning Herald 4 Nov. 1889, 4).
The tour promoter, F.E. Hiscocks, with whom the Federal Minstrels had earlier quarreled, was another of the
Sydney based entrepreneurs making his presence felt around the 1880s and 1890s. One of his first major
investments in minstrel entertainment was to be his lease of the Sydney Academy of Music in Castlereagh
Street (previously the Scandinavian Hall/Hotel) from April 1884, at which time he introduced his Federal
Minstrel company.10

Hiscocks also made a concerted effort to capture a Melbourne market for his

operations, opening limited seasons there with the Federals for several years. These were generally held
towards the end of each year, and followed short country tours through centres such as Goulburn, Wagga
Wagga, and Albury. Hiscocks' career would continue with some success into the early to mid 1890s but
eventually gave way to severe economic conditions of the depression, as well as in response to the rise of

10

A Bijou style hall, it was renovated prior to Hiscocks' lease (the work included new oilcloth being laid in the passages). He
opened his account there on the 5th of April with his original Federal Minstrels (Sydney Morning Herald 5 Apr. 1884, 2).
Hiscocks later built and managed the Garrick Theatre on the same site, opening the new venue for business on the 22nd of
December 1890 with a theatrical adaptation of Oninda's novel Moths (Sydney Morning Herald 20 Dec. 1890, 10).
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Harry Rickards (and to a lesser extent, Dan Tracey) along with the sustained popularity of the Alhambra
Music Hall shows.
Some of F. E. Hiscocks' more significant entertainment productions around the late 1880s and early to mid
1890s included: the New English Specialty Company, in partnership with Harry Friedmann; Charles B.
Hicks' company the Hicks-Sawyer Coloured Minstrels; Gaylord and Silbon's Anglo-American Humpty
Dumpty Troupe; the Silbon-Stirk Combination and of course, the London Pavilion Company. While Harry
Clay's engagement with Hiscocks was not a long one, the latter's organisational and logistical management as one of the major promoters of entertainment during the period - would have undoubtedly played a
significant role in developing the young performer's entrepreneurial skills.
In January of 1890, following his season with Hiscocks, Harry Clay again found himself at the Haymarket
Theatre, this time sandwiched for two nights between the closure of the 20 American Coloured Performers
troupe, and the Dramatic and Burlesque Company production of Sweeney Todd. Engaged for the short
season by George Barr, Clay's fellow performers included Edwin and Minnie Shipp, along with J.S. Porter
and George Gardner (Sydney Morning Herald 16 Jan. 1890, 2). Between January and the 5th of November
there is no record of his whereabouts, other than a reference by him in 1914 to having done some
"skirmishing" in the country with different companies ("Performers," 25). By November, however, Clay is
again advertised in a Sydney programme, this time returning to perform with the "unauthorized" Federal
Minstrels as part of the Bondi Aquarium's "Prince of Wales Birthday Celebrations" (Sydney Morning Herald
Nov. 1890, 2). The eleven member company, with only Clay and George Turner remaining from the original
line-up, returned there the following week. The troupe did include, however, performers Clay had worked
with before - these being Harry Cremer, Charles Fanning, and Kate Carey.
The following year Harry Clay's career took an upward trend when on the 30th of May 1891 he began a
season at the Sydney School of Arts with Dan Tracey and his Vaudeville Minstrel and Specialty Company.
Clay has been quoted as saying that he spent two and a half years with Tracey ("Performers," 25), but
research for this thesis has so far been able to account only for an approximate eighteen month period lasting
until December of 1892, at which point he is engaged by another company. It will be argued, nonetheless,
that although seemingly of a shorter duration than the Smith engagement, Clay's time with Tracey was to be
a considerable progression in the development of his own entrepreneurial aspirations. Given top billing
among the new artists added to the company, he is described in Sydney Morning Herald advertising as "the
popular tenor" (30 May 1891, 2) and the man "whose silvery tenor has gained him much applause" (6 June
1891, 2). The first seven months of his engagement leading up to the end of the year saw Clay work with a
number of leading artists, several of whom would continue their association with him throughout much of
his own entrepreneurial career, including pianist and musical director Prof. T.W. Rhodes and comic Wal
Rockley. And it was also during this early part of his association with Tracey that Harry Clay "would
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achieve a certain amount of distinction for his rendition of 'Elsie of the Glen' [along with some] other
prominent tenor songs" ("Late Harry Clay," 4). Of greater significance, however, would be the influence
Tracey's professional practice had on Clay's business ideology and organisational methods. In a sense it was
similar to the lessons he'd learned through his association with Frank Smith and the Florack-led Federal
Minstrels but arguably to a greater degree.
Dan Tracey, an American renowned for both his clog dancing and as being one of the finest exponents of
Irish characterisations and witticisms to tour Australia during the minstrel era, had previously spent some six
years with Billy Emerson, and later worked for companies including the Coghill Brothers, Harry Rickards',
and Hugo's Buffalo Minstrels. By the late 1880s Tracey had formed an artistic partnership with another
American dancer, Steve Adson, which led to the formation of Tracey and Adson's Comedy and Specialty
Company in October of 1890. After an initial engagement at the Coogee Aquarium, they followed Harry
Rickards' season at the School of Arts, opening on December 20th. The Tracey/Adson partnership failed to
continue much beyond that performance, however, as advertising a few weeks later clearly indicates that the
company was then to be known as Dan Tracey's Vaudeville Company, and without any reference to Adson's
involvement or performance. When Harry Clay joined the company in May, it was in its 23rd week and
continuing to maintain a huge following with the Sydney public, reinforced no doubt by Tracey's audacious
promotional style - clearly reflected in his Sydney Morning Herald advertisements. Examples of this style
include his "Seats by Auction" promotion, whereby he claimed that it was "the only way of satisfying an
over-yearning audience" (11 July 1891); along with a Female Tug of War Contest (14 Feb. 1892). [See
Plates 7-14 for a comparison of advertising styles around this period] The same style, though of a slightly
less ostentatious nature can be seen in the formats and content of many of Harry Clay's Queensland and
NSW country tours. [See Plates 34-36]
Dan Tracey's influence on Harry Clay was substantial. As Clay would do later, the American entrepreneur
continued to redefine and extend his business organisation, asserting his own stamp of individualism into its
running. Both, too, are believed to have had a very direct and uncompromising manner which would have no
doubt created tensions within their business relationships. It has been acknowledged that with Clay this
manifested itself in his relationships with his employers and managers ("Sometimes" n. pag.), while Tracey's
attitude saw him at one stage on the receiving end of a combined attack from his Sydney competitors who
found his advertising methods (and perhaps success) hard to take. As will shortly be seen Tracey's tenacious
response was simply to taunt the opposition and continue as he had before. In respect of their showmanship,
the similarity between the two saw each focus increasingly on the aspect of "variety" as the essential
ingredient for their continued success. Both constantly promoted new scenery, new artists, new songs and
new specialties in their attempts to woo audiences into attending their shows on a regular basis.
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Variety for the two entrepreneurs, however, was also much more than just a collection of different turns put
together for a night’s entertainment. Tracey, like Harry Clay in later years, regularly reinvented or resituated
the minstrel cycle through thematic interpretations; introducing frequent burlesque seasons (in Clay's case revues, theme nights and pantomimes); or built spectacular sets, (as with Tracey's ship deck scenery in his
self-written burlesque Life on the Open Wave in August 1892). In addition to these practices they both saw
the advantage of filling their venues through extremely low admission prices. Minstrelsy, and to a lesser
extent vaudeville (its variety offspring) was particularly accessible to the ambiance of the audience, hence
the decision by these two entrepreneurs to direct their attention and programs primarily to the working-class
audience. Thus while the higher status of a Tivoli or Fullers show appealed to the refined audiences, the
entertainments put on by those like Tracey and Clay were patronised by audiences who were themselves
often part of the evening’s performance. Furthermore, the prices charged for admission meant that many
could attend shows regularly, and often more than once a week.
In this sense, while patron behaviour was strictly enforced, the success of the shows relied just as much on
the interaction between performers and the audience, as it did on the quality of the artists. It should be noted
here that while terms such as "low comedy" and "third rate" have been applied to the shows put on by
companies such as Clay's, this reflects not so much on the type of humour or standard of the artists as it does
on the type of audience who frequented them. Indeed, as Charles Norman notes in the interview included as
part of this thesis:
Clay audiences were Clay audiences.... They knew the business. You had to please them.
They knew a lot about it, and you couldn't kid them. Any act or acts that didn't have much
talent - well they woke up to that pretty quickly. No, they wanted the best and they
demanded the best let me tell you (Appendix H, 206).
That many artists employed by Clay and other B circuit managers like Bert Howard, Frank Reis, Jacky
Landow and Ike Beck, to name a few, also worked for the A circuit organisations run by Rickards and the
Fullers around the same time [see Appendix A for details of known performers] is evidence enough that the
smaller companies also engaged quality artists for their circuits.
While Tracey (like Clay) utilised a low pricing structure and placed an emphasis on quality entertainment,
he presumably did not see it as bad business to hire Australian or Australian resident performers. Indeed he
often presented them as headline acts if their reputations demanded it. Of those engaged by Tracey during
his two year reign as arguably the most successful minstrel manager in Sydney (as well as for a short time in
Melbourne), some of the most popular and prominently advertised, were: W. Horace Bent, Charles and
Bertha Fanning, Martyn Hagan and Lucy Fraser, Eddie Sampson, Tom Sadler, Billy Warner, Ida Tauchert,
Arthur Farley, Will "the Black Diamond" Wallace, Fred Garnet, Alf. M. Hazlewood, Johnny Matlock, the
Sherwood Sisters, Alf Lawton, Clara Spencer and of course Harry Clay. Almost all of these were either
Australian born or artists who had settled in Australia on a permanent basis.
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Plate 9
(Sydney Morning Herald 27 Oct. 1888, 2)

Plate 10
(Sydney Morning Herald 15 Mar. 1890, 2)
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Plate 11
(Sydney Morning Herald 26 May 1894, 2)

Plate 12
(Sydney Morning Herald 6 Oct, 1894, 2)
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Plate 13
(Sydney Morning Herald 30 May 1891, 2)

Plate 14
(Sydney Morning Herald 12 Dec. 1891, 2)
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Plate 15
(Age 17 Feb. 1892, 8)

Plate 16
(Sydney Morning Herald 16 July 1892, 2)
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Not content to remain bound to the N.S.W. capital, Tracey let both the Sydney and Melbourne public know
in early February 1892 that he had become the new lessee of the southern capital's Gaiety Theatre, and that
he fully intended his occupation of the venue to be a long one. A week after the announcement (the 13th of
February) he opened there with a company (which included Harry Clay) while at the same time maintaining
his Sydney operation. The Melbourne enterprise was an immediate success, and by July of that year, in full
entrepreneurial fashion, he began displaying his style to the Melbournians, offering patrons in the first two
rows coupons for a drink or cigar, while gallery patrons were entitled to a glass of beer. Indicative of the
level of success Tracey achieved through his audacious attempts to woo the public away from other minstrel
and variety venues was the reaction of his competitors. On the 19th of February 1892, for example, a
deputation of Sydney concert hall managers met with the N.S.W. Premier to discuss Tracey's right to hire
the School of Arts, and to ask the Minister to cancel his license. Tracey responded through the press to this
attempt to shut him down, claiming that this was "one of the greatest compliments yet paid to [his]
management," and leveled a challenge against his detractors, saying "if the public prefer TRACEY'S SHOW
at the SCHOOL OF ARTS it is proof that the public, who are the best judges consider it is the BEST
VARIETY SHOW in Sydney... WHY NOT HAVE FAIR COMPETITION." Elsewhere in the advertisement
he taunted them mercilessly:
Deputations may to the minister go
To shut up Dan Tracey's vaudeville show
But the minister will very easily know
That it's jealousy makes them do it.
(Sydney Morning Herald 20 Feb. 1892, 2)
For Harry Clay the Melbourne season was enormously successful. At one stage he was able to occupy the
top position in the first part of the program - this being the second last turn prior to the interval - and by
March was being advertised in the Age as "The Premier Robust Tenor of Australia" (Age 12 Mar. 1892, 10).
His return to Tracey's Sydney company in May, at which time he was described as "the Favourite Tenor"
also saw him appear as the headline act (Sydney Morning Herald 7 May 1892, 2). In August of that year,
after Tracey moved his Sydney operations to the Gaiety Theatre in Castlereagh Street (located between
Bathurst and Park Streets and not to be confused with the later Gaiety Theatre in Oxford Street), Clay was
again the highlight of the bill. A Sydney Morning Herald review notes that "the tenor solo of Mr Harry Clay
[was] received with enthusiasm" (2 Aug. 1892, 2). By September it seems that there was little doubt as to
Harry Clay's popularity with critics and audiences alike when the Herald recorded that "Messrs. Clay and
[Charles] Hudson won the approval of the house by their rendition of the duet ‘Brave Pilot.'" Further to this,
the paper's reviewer wrote that "Mr Alf. Hazlewood... the interlocutor, and Mr Frank Yorke and Mr Harry
Clay were heartily applauded for their contributions" (5 Sept. 1892, 2). Clay's popularity and success during
his tenure with Tracey afforded him further opportunities to learn from the esteemed company he performed
alongside, especially artists such as Bent, Fanning, Hazlewood, and Warner. The techniques of the various
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interlocutors were perhaps the most important in terms of his learning curve, however, as it was to be the
role he carried out in the early years of his company's operations. And indeed reports from the early Clay's
Waxworks and Vaudeville tours indicate that he functioned in this role to much acclaim.
An exact date for Harry Clay's departure from the Tracey organisation is not known, although he was still
being advertised as appearing on the programs up until early November 1892. It is believed that Dan Tracey
continued on at the Sydney Gaiety Theatre until sometime in mid February 1893, at which time his name is
no longer associated with the venue. The minstrel entertainment continued to operate there for a few weeks
after Tracey's departure, although there was to be no manager or management indicated until Alf. M.
Hazlewood took on the position in early March. Tracey returned to management later that year with his lease
of the Imperial Opera House at the end of June, but some four weeks or five weeks later he was once again
forced to close down. To a large extent his career, as with F.E. Hiscocks', more than likely suffered from the
effects of both the financial depression and Harry Rickards' increasingly competitive efforts in the popular
entertainment industry.
For Harry Clay, too, 1893 was to be a year of ups and downs. In January he was engaged as both tenor
vocalist and stage manager with Walshe's Novelty Company for their season at the Gaiety Theatre,
Brisbane. Owned and operated by Ralph Walshe (who had previously been Dan Tracey's manager in
Melbourne) the company also included Kate Clay (as she was billed), who sang and appeared in the farces,
as well as his daughter Essie, aged about seven years. Others engaged by Walshe for the tour were Eddie
Sampson (interlocutor), James Craydon, Ted Holland, Frank Yorke, Alf. Lawton, Clara Spencer (Brisbane
Courier 28 Jan. 1893, 2). Unfortunately, the intended four week season closed after only one week due to the
arrival of the Brisbane flood. There is at this stage no record of the family's movements during the next four
or five months, although it is known that they didn't accompany other members of the troupe on a
Queensland tour under a different management. Harry Clay records that "he returned to Sydney"
("Performers" 25), and indeed newspaper advertising in June of that year shows that he was to make his
debut for Harry Rickards at the Sydney Tivoli Theatre on the 12th of that month. His recall of this
engagement as being only three or four months in duration was not altogether accurate, however, as research
shows that it extended for a somewhat longer period. Billed both as Harry and Henry Clay during his
association with the English theatrical manager, his reputation was ostensibly one of an established local
star, with his performances being (as usual) solo turns, occasional duets (notably with the operatic baritone,
Henry Craig), and more than likely including regular appearances in the farces. During his time with
Rickards, too, he is thought to have first performed another of his most successful songs, "Sadie Ray."
It would seem that in comparison to the other companies he worked for, the Rickards engagement was not
one especially favoured by Clay. In mentioning the association many later years later he certainly does not
go into any detail other than an acknowledgment of the length of time he spent with the company. This is
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somewhat surprising, as an association with the Tivoli organisation would have undoubtedly been looked
upon as prestigious. It could be assumed, for instance, that as a business competitor Clay may possibly have
not wanted to associate his past reputation with that of Rickards. This is an unconvincing argument,
however, as the Tivoli company was recognised as Australia's premier vaudeville organisation almost from
its start, and any Australian performer of note played an engagement for it at some point in his or her career.
What can be ascertained though, is that Clay did receive headline billing on a number of occasions during
his time with Rickards, but also that he was not employed on a regular weekly basis for the whole
engagement. This claim is supported by an advertisement in the Sydney Morning Herald which notes: the
"Re-appearance of Mr Henry Clay, the popular tenor vocalist" (15 July 1893, 2).
Regarding his popularity with audiences during the Rickards engagement, it seems that Clay was able to at
the very least maintain the momentum of his earlier success under Tracey's banner, with reviews of his
performances being generous throughout his stay. A writer for the Sydney Morning Herald proposed, for
example, that "One of the best contributions in the first part of the programme was Mr Henry Clay's
rendering of the tuneful ballad "Log Cabin in the Dell'" (7 Aug. 1893, 2). It is notable, too, that when in
December of that year W.H. Palings released their annual Christmas songster, one of the songs, "Dear Little
Jessie," was advertised as being sung by "Mr Harry Clay [of the] Rickards' Company" (Sydney Morning
Herald 16 Dec. 1893, 2). This association with Rickards also saw Clay performing alongside some of the
best minstrel artists on the Australian popular stage at that time - with Alf. Lawton and Clara Spencer, Fred
Dark, George H. Wood, Priscilla Verne, J.S. Porter and Harry Craig being among the most well-known at
that time.
Between the end of July and the start of October there is relatively little mention of Harry Clay with regard
to Rickards operations, although it is apparent that he was still under the British entrepreneur's direction. On
the 14th of August he appears at the second of only two Grand Complimentary Benefits he is known to have
attended - this time as part of Harry Rickards' contribution to the Coghill Brothers' benefit at the Tivoli
Theatre. Some of the other contributions were from the Fitzgerald Brothers' Circus, Alfred Dampier and the
Theatre Royal Company, and several members of Walter Bentley's dramatic company. Following this, the
next record of him performing is on the seventh of October that year, on which date he accepts an
engagement (along with Florrie Forde, who was to later establish an international reputation) at the Bondi
Aquarium's Grand Sacred and Classical Concert.
Two weeks after the Bondi engagement Clay appeared on the opening bill of Rickards' new (and short-lived)
venture at the Alhambra Music Hall. The New Paragon Minstrels and Vaudeville Company as it was known,
was to be an addition to Rickards' stable of entertainment activities. As Isadore Brodsky describes it,
Rickards "turned on the full limelight for this venture... and a long and remunerative run was anticipated"
(16). Unfortunately for all concerned, the expectations for the Alhambra season did not eventuate. Despite
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the show's advertised "enormous success" (and the apparently considerable renovations) Rickards closed
down its operations a few weeks later claiming that he wanted "to devote his whole time and attention to the
management of the fashionable Tivoli Theatre" (Sydney Morning Herald 30 Oct. 1893, 2). With a company
consisting of performers of the calibre of Percy Shannon (interlocutor), Charles Pope and Fred Davys
(tambos), Irving Sayles and Dan Tracey's ex partner, Steve Adson (bones), along with Arthur Farley, the
Leslie Brothers, Charles Fanning, and Bovis and Franks there is little doubt that it would have been a
popular show with the audiences.
The season's surprising brevity, in marked contrast to the crowded audiences reported to have turned up each
night, remains somewhat of a mystery. It is not unreasonable to suspect, however, that the severe effects of
the depression could well have contributed to Rickards' decision to contract his business rather than risk
further expansion. As Douglas Doghlan records in Labour and Industry in Australia, "the absolute nadir
[was] reached with the failure of the banks over the years 1891-93. Altogether twenty-two banks failed in
Australia between July 1891 and May 1893" (qtd. in Irvin Gentleman George 168). The collapse of the
financial industry during this period understandably forced non-essential businesses, including the theatre, to
reassess or close down operations. Those with sufficient monetary reserves or the necessary business
acumen, as the Rickards organisation seemingly had, could continue in business but not without
considerable risk, and hence the entrepreneur's strategy to consolidate his Tivoli operations.
The decision by Rickards to abandon what would have seemed a highly lucrative opportunity for local artists
could only have been a major disappointment to Clay and other leading Australian performers. The closure
of the Alhambra venture compounded the already unstable conditions faced by the vaudeville community,
particularly after the theatre's eight year continuous management under Harry Barrington (for Frank Smith)
had finished early in June. It simply closed another avenue of opportunity for those performers not
considered among the elite. This situation, in conjunction with the British entrepreneur’s preference for (and
deference to) international artists would not have sat well with the Australian tenor, whose engagement with
the Rickards organisation was in itself a relatively short one. The demise of the Alhambra Music Hall
venture effectively reduced by half the opportunities for local artists in Sydney. And this was at a time when
the vaudeville and minstrel culture in the city and indeed throughout the colonies was experiencing severely
downgraded employment and working conditions. It can be assumed that a certain amount of
disappointment if not tension would have arisen between the two self-motivated and strong-willed
showmen. As a consequence, it is hardly surprising to find Clay almost immediately shifting his career path
into suburban venue management - organising and running shows for the working class people, the majority
of whom were not having their needs met through Harry Rickards fashionable and more exclusive
entertainment philosophy.
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Plate 17
(Sydney Morning Herald 15 July 1893, 2)
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Interestingly, the often stated claim that Rickards "gave many Australians their start" is exceedingly
questionable (see for example Brisbane 73 and Philip Parsons 502). It would have be highly unlikely that
any inexperienced vaudevillian walked off the street and into a Tivoli engagement, but rather more probable
that they had gained their "starts" from less recognised quarters. Rickards was not above employing
Australian performers, and giving them an opportunity at the premier level if they merited it, but his (and his
audience's) exacting standards required him to employ only those with established acts (and reputations).
These claims, which effectively extend Rickards' role in the development of Australian artists, unfortunately
also serve to devalue the importance of the lower stratum of theatrical management, which included, along
with Harry Clay, such people as Martyn Hagan, the Cottiers, and later, J.C. Bain, Bert Howard and Harry
Sadler to name a few. It was these organisations which were in fact very much responsible for nurturing the
starts of some of Australia's biggest acts.
Following the end of the New Paragon Minstrels' season, and subsequently his engagement with the
Rickards organisation, Harry Clay returned once again to the Bondi Aquarium for a one-off Sunday
appearance at the end of November. Between the start of 1894 and September 1898, however, there is very
little mention or record of his career, other than his own brief recollections. According to the Theatre's 1914
article ("Performers" 25), it seems that around this time Clay spent three to four years running a suburban
show in Sydney based at St. George's Hall in Newtown (located less than a hundred metres from the
Newtown railway station). His association with this venue is thought to have been in the role of manager, in
addition to any other entrepreneurial activities required of him by its proprietors. St. George's Hall had been
a popular facility for the local Newtown community for several years by the time of Harry Clay’s
association with it, having been used as both a skating rink and theatrical entertainment venue under the
lesseeship of Messrs. Kron and Co during the late 1880s. And it was under their management that even W.
Horace Bent worked briefly as a stage manager and performer in 1888 with the St. George’s Minstrels.
Another significant company to open a season at the hall around this time was the Perry Ryan and Harry
Hastings-owned XLCR Minstrels and Specialty Company.
Whether or not Clay instigated a circuit of any description during this period is also difficult to ascertain, as
his operations (as will be discussed in the following chapter) seldom relied on the use of newspaper
advertising during his early career, especially in established locations within the metropolitan area. It is
unlikely that such a circuit operated under Clay's management, however, as he himself indicates that it was
not until 1903 that he began running his shows around the Sydney suburbs. It is thought, then, that the
"three or four years" he mentions in relation to the post-Rickards period was spent managing shows at St.
George's Hall, Newtown, after which he "then took to Brisbane, and through the north of Queensland, the
Continental Vaudeville Company" ("Performers" 25).
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With respect to Clay's recall of these events, naturally some caution is required. For example, he
occasionally refers to himself as having "run" or "taken" shows during his early career, indicating more of a
proprietor type position, whereas evidence tends to indicate that his role was somewhat less than that of an
owner or leader, but rather one of employed management. His operations at St. George's Hall, for example,
provided a venue for both local community needs and touring or circuit companies. This required the
services of a manager to co-ordinate the various activities - a position which Clay's previous experience
would have certainly suited. In support of this are several secondary sources which indicate that it was as a
manager of the St. George's Hall that he was identified during this period ("Audiences" n. pag. and
"Sometime" n. pag"). It is it quite possible, however, that he also organised other social events (in addition
to his own shows) at the venue.
Concerning the validity of Clay's recall of past engagements there is, for example, the matter of his "taking"
the Continental Vaudeville Company on tour through Queensland in late 1898. Although he did indeed tour
the north with that company as a singer, his managerial role to all extents and purposes was reportedly that
of the troupe's stage manager. While this position suggests a lesser involvement than that indicated by Clay,
it can still be considered a highly important position due to the fact that the stage manager would have been
responsible for not only individual shows, but also for a tour's logistical organisation. Irrespective of this,
while his name was regularly advertised as being in charge of stage duties, it was undoubtedly through his
voice and stage presence that he began to establish his reputation in Queensland. During the tour Clay's
reviews were almost always highly complementary, and as the following example shows, his collaborative
efforts were equally regarded: "One of the best items of the evening was the duet 'All's Well," by Messrs
Harry Clay and Walter Edwards, for which they were obliged to respond to an enthusiastic encore"
(Northern Miner 11 Nov. 1898, 2). This tour is the first time known that Clay and Edwards worked together,
and it was to be the beginning of an exceedingly close friendship between the two, matched only by Clay's
close relationships with other longtime associates Ted Tutty, Jimmy Boyle, Maurice Chenoweth and Stan
Kerridge.
Advertising in several newspapers, including the Brisbane Courier and the Northern Miner shows that the
company was being run by J. L. Travers, with the business manager being Mr (Prof.) J. Surgam (also the
troupe's equilibrist/balancing act). Another performer touring with the company who would later become
long-time Clay employee was Walter 'Wal' Rockley (then working in partnership with his brother Alf.).
Others included Tom Edwards (who also worked for Clay in later years), as well as Clay's wife (performing
under the name Kate Henry), and daughter Essie, now aged ten. Essie Clay was being promoted as having
only recently concluded a successful season with the Rickards' company, although the relative merits of her
success are questionable in light of reviews conducted during that engagement. Indeed, it would seem that
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her brief time with Rickards, ending much earlier that year, was not a totally happy one at all. 11 With regard
to Harry Clay, however, the tour would seem to have been especially favourable, and according to press
reports in later years when he returned with his own company, he made quite an impression. [See Chapter
Five for aspects regarding Clay’s northern reputation]
The Brisbane season at the Opera House began on the 23rd September 1898, with the highlight being the
special short engagement of the American athlete, Lucifer and continued with great success until the 8th of
October, at which stage the company proceeded north. The tour's biggest regional success was its eight night
season at the Theatre Royal, Charters Towers. The northern mining capital had long been a goldmine (pun
intended) for visiting companies, and the relatively new Theatre Royal

12

was one of the most popular, as

well as one of the largest theatres in the north. The company's promotion, run by advance representative13
Ernie Duncan, focused heavily on the highly positive and flattering Brisbane reviews - stressing "reports"
along the lines of "EVERY ARTIST AT THE TOP OF THE TREE...." and as the 10 November issue of the
Northern Miner records:
Direct from the Opera House, Brisbane and the principal Vaudeville Theatres of the
Australian colonies. Vide the Brisbane Courier: "Without doubt the best all round
Vaudeville company ever seen in Queensland" (1).
Using opening night responses in the advertising - a "TRIUMPHANT SUCCESS, Every Artist Vociferously
encored....." and "the Audience Simply Stupefied," was indicative of the company's advertising campaign.
With word able to spread quickly through the community, however, it is unlikely that such publicity would
have been used if the troupe had not been able to deliver, and therefore we can assume that it in no small
way reflected their popularity with the audiences.14 In support of this are later reviews in the Northern Miner
which point out that "the previous success of the company was fully sustained" (14 Nov. 1898, 2) and that
"there was no diminution in the attendance" (17 Nov. 1898, 2). Indeed, the tour's success would have
undoubtedly influenced Harry Clay's interest in returning to Queensland with his own show, having by now
encountered, and in many ways having possibly been responsible for, part of the tour's logistical
organisation.
After the northern excursion, the Continental Vaudevillians presented a return season in Brisbane before
making their way back down through NSW. This time the company set itself up at the Theatre Royal,
11

One review of Essie Clay's performance at the Tivoli recorded that the "child balladist was not heard to advantage in a song
entitled 'My Mother was a Lad' as it was evidently unsuited to her register" (Sydney Morning Herald 4 Apr. 1898, 4).
12
The Theatre Royal at Charters Towers was given its Grand Opening Night on June 28th 1893. It was initially known as
Gough's Hall, due no doubt, to the influence of its original owner and manager W. Gough who also ran the town's Excelsior Hotel.
The opening night entertainment was provided by James MacMahon's D'Ensem-Doyle Company, who claimed to have been
booked for a later show at the Chicago World Fair in September. The lead attractions in the company were Bessie Doyle
(violinist) and M. D'Ensem, a Spanish baritone. The theatre seated 1,200 people.
13
The role of the advance rep for these country tours is examined in more detail as part of Chapter Five.
14
Chapter Four looks at aspects of the country audience's perception and relationship with touring theatrical shows, particularly
with regard to the idea that many companies were simply out to take money away from the regional communities.
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following an extended period of amateur and professional entertainments (including a series of public
lectures by Scottish tragedian and pedagogue, Walter Bentley). The opening night (November 28th)
included the special engagement of John Coleman, billed as "England's Greatest and only Comedian and
Dancer" and "originator of the great Scarecrow Dance." Once again the company is reported as having
scored a commanding success with the Brisbane public, continuing on until the 13th of December, when
they changed their venue back to the Opera House for the last night of the season. The tour seems to have
been quite successful for the Clays, as well as the company in general. Reviews for Harry, Kate, and
particularly Essie, indicate their great appeal to the Queensland public, and again suggests that the seeds of
entrepreneurial action in that state were sown well and truly by the conclusion of the tour.

Plate 18
(Northern Miner 10 Nov. 1898, 1)

Following the Continental Vaudevillians' tour there is another rather lengthy period of time during which
little is known (at this stage) of Clay or his family's whereabouts. This time-frame begins, then, around the
start of 1899 and lasts until September of 1900, at which time Harry, Kate (again as Kate Henry) and Essie
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are once more engaged for a Queensland tour, this time with Walter Bell's Waxworks, Boer War and
London Vaudeville Company. While the lack of easily obtainable records is unfortunate, it can be assumed
that the Clays, and Harry in particular, continued much as they had in previous years, most likely with a
combination of suburban shows and country tours. Research suggests, however, that there were no large
scale Queensland tours undertaken by any of the Clays between 1899 and 1900. Further to this, a
comprehensive survey between 1894 and 1900 of the Northern Miner and Toowoomba Chronicle (two
newspapers servicing these principal touring towns of the era), also indicates that the only tours through
Queensland by Harry Clay and his family (or at least those where their names are mentioned) were those
with the Continental Vaudeville Company and Walter Bell's company. It is likely then that any such regional
tours, and again it is probable that these occurred, were undertaken in the southern states, and primarily
N.S.W.
It is likely that Harry, along with Kate and Essie, was sequestered by Walter Bell for his Queensland tour
because of his previous reputation and experience in the state. It is quite clear, for example, that Clay was
the headline act amidst a company billed as "14 Star Artists."

Other performers of note included

"Australia’s premier coon singer," Maud Fanning (sister of Charles, and a later Clay regular and tourist who
joined the tour in Townsville), as well as Harry Cowan. The entertainment also included a cyclorama- style
canvas of battle scenery from the Boer war, advertised as being some 10,000 feet in length, along with a
"splendid collection of [wax] models of notabilities in the royal, historic, political and tragic world"
(Northern Miner 18 Sept. 1900, 2). A number of these models were to be included in Harry Clay's waxworks
collection as part of his inaugural Queensland tour the following year.
Bell's tour, which had an itinerary remarkably similar to the one Harry Clay was to use the following year,
was not as up-market as that offered by the 1898 Travers-led company, but was in many ways just as (if not
more) successful. While the Continental Vaudeville Company concentrated only on the principal locations
such as Brisbane, Charters Towers and Rockhampton, Bell's route also included a number of smaller towns,
in addition to engaging longer seasons along the circuit. In Charters Towers, for instance, their season ran
for over two weeks as opposed to the earlier tour’s eight nights (and it is thought that the season was actually
cut short because a local individual contracted the bubonic plague). This tour was another experience of
significance for Harry Clay, with many of the operational aspects undertaken by Bell later being reproduced
Clay's own Queensland tours. In this regard the tour will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.
In conclusion it only needs to be said that the Walter Bell tour was to be the last organisation that Harry
Clay is known to have worked for prior to launching his own 25 year theatrical business. And in this matter
he stands, along with Harry Rickards and the Fullers, as arguably one of the only three Australian vaudeville
entrepreneurs to have risen to the highest level without recourse to performing with other managements or
organisations during the course of their business careers.
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